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Studies assessing the predictability of evolution typically focus on short-term

adaptation within populations or the repeatability of change among lineages.

Amissing consideration in speciation research is to determinewhether natural

selection predictably transforms standing genetic variationwithin populations

into differences between species. Here, we test whether and how host-related

selection on diapause timing associates with genome-wide differentiation

during ecological speciation by comparing ancestral hawthorn and newly

formed apple-infesting host races ofRhagoletis pomonella to their sibling species

Rhagoletis mendax that attacks blueberries. The associations of 57 857 single

nucleotide polymorphisms in a diapause genome-wide-association study

(GWAS) on the hawthorn race strongly predicted the direction andmagnitude

of genomic divergence among the three fly populations at a field site in Fenn-

ville, MI, USA. The apple race and R. mendax show parallel changes in the

frequencies of putative inversions on three chromosomes associated with the

earlier fruiting times of apples and blueberries compared to hawthorns. A dia-

pause GWAS on R. mendax revealed compensatory changes throughout the

genome accounting for the earlier eclosion of blueberry, but not apple flies.

Thus, a degree of predictability, although not complete, exists in the genomics

of diapause across the ecological speciation continuum in Rhagoletis. The

generality of this result is placed in the context of other similar systems.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Towards the completion of

speciation: the evolution of reproductive isolation beyond the first barriers’.

1. Introduction
The degree to which evolution is predictable is a long-standing issue in biology

[1–4]. The question is important because if population genetics theory cannot fore-

cast the phenotypic and genetic composition of populations for more than a few

generations, then it has been contended that adaptation by natural selection may

mainly be a local phenomenon in time and space [1,2]. In this regard, uncertainty

in deterministic projections from microevolutionary process to macroevolution-

ary pattern can result from many sources, including unpredictable changes in

environmental conditions through time [5], lack of relevant standing variation
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[6], pleiotropy and epistasis [7,8], and contingency in the order

that new mutations occur [9]. Much of evolution may also be

influenced by stochastic processes, such as genetic drift and

population bottlenecks associated with founding events [10],

as well as catastrophic incidents and mass extinctions that ran-

domly prune the tree of life [5]. Nevertheless, some successes

in predicting, or at least in understanding the outcome(s)

of evolutionary change, have come from laboratory studies of

organisms with short generation times and manipulative or

observational field studies (reviewed in [3,4]). Additional sup-

port for predictability has come from comparative studies

which document repeated convergent or parallel changes

among different evolutionary lineages in response to similar

environmental challenges [11,12].

Speciation is a key consideration largely missing from

studies assessing predictability (although see [13]), which is

critical for connecting microevolutionary process with macroe-

volutionary pattern. To date, much of the experimental and

comparative work on the predictability of evolution has

focused on either relatively short-term adaptation within

populations prior to speciation, or longer-term convergent/

parallel phenotypic responses among phylogenetic lineages,

mainly after speciation [3]. In this regard, ecological speciation

may be particularly relevant for connecting and assessing

the predictability of microevolutionary process in generating

macroevolutionary pattern [13]. Under the ecological theory,

speciation is initiated and phylogenetic diversity created by

divergent natural selection associated with populations inhab-

iting and differentially adapting to novel environments or

competing for shared resources [14]. If ecological speciation

is common, then this would imply a significant role for diver-

gent natural selection in the formation of new biodiversity

and potentially a degree of predictability in the translation of

intraspecific variation into interspecific differences.

The existence of extensive ancestral standing variation

increases the prospects that ecological speciation is predictable

and testable [6,15–18]. Specifically, genome-wide-association

studies (GWAS) and manipulative selection experiments may

be performed in the field or laboratory for the key phenotype(s)

under divergent natural selection and underlying ecologically

based reproductive isolation (RI) between populations.

Evolutionary predictability can then be tested as the degree

to which genomic associations or differences in allele frequen-

cies measured in the GWAS or selection experiments are

reflected in patterns of differentiation between taxa in nature.

This strategy would have increased relevancewhen performed

for multiple taxa at varying stages of divergence along the

‘speciation continuum’, from newly formed and partially

reproductively isolated ecological races to later stage and

more strongly isolated species [19]. The central issue is whether

standing variation affecting traits contributing to ecologically

based RI is retained for extended periods of time in ancestral

populations to contribute in a parallel manner to the adaptive

radiation of a series of derived taxa. In this regard, chromo-

somal inversions can increase the likelihood of observing

parallel changes, as they may package suites of genes together

into alternate co-adapted haplotypes displaying reduced

recombination and elevated linkage disequilibrium (LD)

[15,16]. Such a genomic architecture could facilitate: (i) the

retention of standing adaptive variation through time in

ancestral populations; (ii) its use in ecological speciation; and

(iii) its statistical detection in GWAS, selection experiments

and population surveys.

Here, we employ a combined GWAS and comparative

population survey strategy to test for concordant patterns of

genomic divergence along the speciation continuum for fruit

flies in the Rhagoletis pomonella (Diptera: Tephritidae) sibling

species group. Phylogenetic studies have implied that the haw-

thorn (Crataegus spp.)-infesting host race of the species

R. pomonella sequentially gave rise to the majority of taxa in

the group via a series of sympatric host plant shifts in North

America [20–22]. One of these derived taxa is the sibling

species, Rhagoletis mendax, that attacks blueberries (Vaccinium

corymbosum) in the northeastern USA and Canada, and deer-

berries (Vaccinium stamineum) in the southeastern USA [21].

Most recently (circa 1860), the ancestral hawthorn race gave

rise via a sympatric shift to the domesticated apple (Malus

domestica)-infesting host race of R. pomonella [20,23,24].

To test for predictability in Rhagoletis divergence, we

focus on diapause life-history timing, as diapause has been

shown to be a major axis of host plant-related adaptation con-

tributing to the ecological RI and sympatric differentiation of

these flies (see below for details) [25]. Specifically, we investi-

gate whether and how a GWAS of diapause timing in the

ancestral hawthorn host race [26] predicts the pattern of popu-

lation divergence moving from the recently formed apple race

to the more distantly derived R. mendax at a field site in Fenn-

ville, MI, USA, where all three taxa co-occur (table 1, predicted

patterns). We also conduct a GWAS of blueberry-infesting flies

at the Fennville site to assess how well standing variation

affecting eclosion time in the derived R. mendax predicts popu-

lation divergence and is correlated with standing variation

for diapause in the ancestral hawthorn race. In this regard,

R. mendax is not the immediate sister taxon to R. pomonella, as

this distinction belongs to the unnamed flowering dogwood

fly (host: Cornus florida) [21]. However, R. mendax is the next

most closely related sibling species to R. pomonella [21], with

little evidence for ongoing gene flow between blueberry and

apple or hawthorn flies in nature [28,29]. Thus, comparisons

among these flies allow for an analysis of genomic divergence

across the speciation continuum from recently formed and

partially reproductively isolated sympatric R. pomonella

host races [23] to the more strongly isolated and described

sympatric sibling species, R. mendax [29].

The timing of the overwintering pupal diapause is a critical

host-related adaptation because the various plants attacked by

R. pomonella group flies tend to fruit at different times of the

summer and autumn (figure 1) [21]. Adult Rhagoletis are uni-

voltine (have one generation a year) and generally live for

less than a month in nature [30]. Thus, flies must adapt the

timing of their life cycle to eclose as adults when ripe host

fruit are available to mate on and oviposit into (figure 1a)

[31–34]. As a result, adults are sexually active at offset

times during the season, generating prezygotic allochronic RI

between taxa [35]. In addition, hybrids can have reduced fit-

ness because they eclose at suboptimal times for using the

host fruit of either parent, generating postzygotic RI [31].

Thus, eclosion time is a ‘magic trait’, in that divergent phenolo-

gical selection to adapt to differences in host fruiting time

generates non-random mating, reducing gene flow and

facilitating speciation [36,37].

One aspect of the timing of diapause critical for host

adaptation is diapause termination (figure 1a), which must

be timed to occur in late winter and early spring to ensure

that flies complete development and eclose from the soil as

adults when ripe host fruit are present [38]. At Fennville, MI,
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the site of the current study, fruit on apple varieties favourable

forR. pomonella survival tend to ripen two to fourweeks earlier

than those of downy hawthorn (C. mollis), while blueberries,

the host of R. mendax, ripen two to three weeks earlier than

apples (figure 1b). Consequently, blueberry flies terminate dia-

pause and eclose earlier than apple flies, while apple flies

eclose earlier than hawthorn flies, both in the field and under

controlled rearing conditions [31].

Table 1. Predictions for relationships between eclosion variation and genomic divergence.

1 apple flies eclose before hawthorn flies and blueberry flies eclose before apple flies. Therefore, the order of frequency divergence for eclosion-

associated loci should also be arrayed blueberry > apple > hawthorn

2 the magnitude of allele frequency differences should mirror this order, with allele frequency differences for eclosion-associated loci being greater

between the R. pomonella hawthorn race and its sibling species R. mendax than between the hawthorn and apple host races

3 previous work has established that loci associated with eclosion timing in R. pomonella are concentrated in the putative inversions on

chromosomes 1–3 [26]. Therefore, the frequencies of these inversions should vary among the host races and R. mendax according to

predictions 1 and 2

4 recent work has suggested that alleles for later eclosion time and deeper initial diapause are linked within inversion haplotypes on chromosomes

1–3 [27]. Selection for survival during a longer prewinter period and hence on deeper initial diapause in apple flies than hawthorn flies results

in paradoxically higher frequencies of ‘late eclosion’ alleles in apple flies compared to hawthorn flies. Because blueberry flies are active earlier

in the year than apple flies, they should experience even stronger selection for deep initial diapause depth and thus the highest frequencies of

‘late eclosion’ alleles

5 owing to the linkage or pleiotropy between alleles for deep initial diapause and late eclosion, there are probably compensatory changes allowing

apple flies to eclose earlier than hawthorn flies and blueberry flies to eclose earlier than both of the host races

6 given that predictions 1–5 hold, these compensatory changes are not expected to be associated with the putative inversions on chromosomes 1–3

June July August September October

blueberry apple hawthorn

Jan Dec

life cycle of apple-infesting 

Rhagoletis pomonella flies

1 year

pupal diapause pupal diapause

ripe apple phenology

relative phenology

of three focal host

plants

(b)

(a)

Figure 1. Natural history of R. pomonella apple and hawthorn host races and R. mendax. (a) The univoltine life cycle of Rhagoletis flies. Flies eclose as adults to

coincide with the availability of their ripe host fruit, mate on or near the fruit, and (females) oviposit eggs into the fruit. Larvae develop inside the fruit, emerge,

burrow into the soil, pupate and enter diapause. Note that flies infesting earlier fruiting plants must maintain diapause for a longer warm period (indicated in

orange) prior to the onset of winter (indicated in blue). (b) The relative phenology of the three focal host plants, in order of availability of ripe host fruit for

R. mendax (blueberry, Vaccinium corymbosum), R. pomonella apple race (apple, Malus domestica) and R. pomonella hawthorn race flies (downy hawthorn,

Crataegus mollis).
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Asecond component of diapause under divergent selection

is the intensity or depth at which flies initially enter diapause

following pupariation (figure 1a) [26,27,39,40]. If exposed to

warm temperature for too long a period prior to winter, a pro-

portion of pupae (as high as 50–60% in R. pomonella) will not

maintain diapause and initiate adult development [39]. Such

‘non-diapause’ flies will suffer reduced fitness either because

they will complete adult development prior to winter and

have no suitable host fruit resources available, or will not be

in an optimal state for cold conditions and suffer increased

mortality while overwintering. Thus, it has been hypothesized

that the longer prewinter pupal exposure to warm tempera-

tures experienced by flies infesting earlier fruiting hosts (e.g.

blueberries and apples) exerts stronger selection pressures to

enter a more intense initial diapause and avoid non-diapause

development, compared to flies attacking later fruiting hosts

(e.g. hawthorns) [39].

Genomic analyses of adult eclosion time have been per-

formed for the R. pomonella host races at Fennville [26]. Four

important results emerged from these studies. First, adult

eclosion time is a highly polygenic trait with significant allele

frequency differences found for many single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) between early and late eclosing apple

and hawthorn flies. Second, the genetics of adult eclosion

time were highly correlated between the apple and hawthorn

host races [26]. Third, SNPs showing the largest associations

with eclosion time were concentrated on chromosomes 1–3

(haploid n = 6 in Rhagoletis) and, in particular, were greatest

for loci displaying high levels of LD with one another,

putatively associated with inversion polymorphism, on these

three chromosomes. We use the term ‘putative’ to describe

these inversions because the cytology of R. pomonella is not of

high enough quality to allow us to adequately resolve polytene

chromosomes in the fly to physically (visually) confirm the

presence of chromosomal rearrangements [20]. However, the

high LD displayed among particular sets of loci [26,40,41],

combined with the observations of significant heterogeneity

in estimated recombination rates and variation in locus

mapping order [42], allow inversions to be inferred based on

classic genetic evidence [43]. Fourth and finally, as a conse-

quence of the inversions, adult eclosion time was more

highly correlated between the apple and hawthorn host races

for the high LD class of SNPs mapping to chromosomes 1–3

than for the remainder of the genome.

Genomic studies have also been conducted on initial

diapause intensity for the apple and hawthorn host races and

thephenotype shown tobegenetically correlatedwith adult eclo-

sion time [27,39,44]. Specifically, alleles associated with greater

initial pupal diapause intensity prior to chilling were correlated

genome-wide with later adult eclosion following winter

(r = 0.525, p< 0.0001, n= 5990 SNPs; [27]). The correlation was

strongest for loci displaying high levels of LD with one another

on chromosomes 1–3, associated with the putative inversion

polymorphisms (r = 0.808, p< 0.0001, n= 284 SNPs; [27]).

The genetic correlation between greater initial diapause

intensity and later eclosion time is aligned with historical

and current geographical selection pressures on the ancestral

hawthorn race [27,44,45]. Across eastern North America,

hawthorns attacked by R. pomonella tend to fruit later in the

season with decreasing latitude and increasing temperatures

[45]. As a result, hawthorn flies from southern latitudes must

both withstand longer warm prewinter periods as pupae and

eclose later as adults than those in northern latitudes [31,32].

Consequently, loci affecting diapause display pronounced

latitudinal allele frequency clines across hawthorn fly

populations, with alleles related to greater initial diapause

intensity and later adult eclosion found at higher frequencies

in southern than in northern populations (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S1; [27,44,45]). Clinal variation

is especially strong for loci associated with the putative inver-

sions on chromosomes 1–3 [45]. Thus, collective evidence

suggests that at least two alternate inversion haplotypes

segregate within the R. pomonella hawthorn race, on each of

chromosomes 1–3. The inversion haplotype(s) harbouring

alleles associated with later adult eclosion and with more

intense initial pupal diapause is more common in southern

hawthorn fly populations. The other haplotype(s) is more

common in the North, correlating with earlier adult eclosion

and relaxed selection for intense initial pupal diapause. At

this time, the degree to which the genetic correlation between

diapause termination and initial depth reflects pleiotropy

versus linkage of causal variants is not known [27].

The historical and geographical selection pressures on the

ancestral hawthorn race and packaging of adaptive variation

in inversion polymorphisms are antagonistic in direction,

however, to those experienced by the derived apple race at

local sympatric sites. Despite fruiting time varying latitudin-

ally, the two to four week earlier phenology of apples and

hawthorns is maintained at sympatric sites [31]. Thus, at

local sites, the earlier fruiting time of apple than hawthorn is

expected to exert stronger selection pressures on the apple

than hawthorn race for increased initial diapause depth and

earlier adult eclosion. Consistent with these expectations, con-

trolled rearing experiments have demonstrated that apple fly

populations have a lower incidence of direct development

and eclose earlier as adults than co-occurring hawthorn fly

populations, including at the sympatric Fennville site [27,31].

However, as discussed above, the putative inversion haplo-

types on chromosomes 1–3 show an association of deeper

initial diapause depth with later adult eclosion. While such a

relationship is aligned with the latitudinal selection pressures

on hawthorn flies, it is not for apple flies at local sites, as the

optimal fitness combination for the apple compared to haw-

thorn race is greater initial diapause intensity and earlier, not

later, adult eclosion. Indeed, GWAS, laboratory selection exper-

iments, and population surveys have shown that apple flies do,

in fact, possess higher frequencies of alleles associated with

increased initial diapause intensity (and, thus, later eclosion)

than hawthorn flies at sympatric sites, especially for the putative

inversions on chromosomes 1–3 [27,40,44,45]. Thus, the corre-

lation between greater diapause intensity and later adult

ecolsion within these inversion haplotypes does not differ

between the host races. This suggests that gene-by-environment

interactions [46] and/or other yet to be identified compensatory

variants, probably not associated with the inversions on

chromosomes 1–3, are responsible for the earlier eclosion of

apple than hawthorn flies at sympatric sites (table 1).

Given that fruits on blueberries ripen even earlier than

those on apples, we predict that the same genomic pattern,

only more pronounced, should be observed for R. mendax

(table 1). Specifically, selection for increased initial diapause

intensity should be manifested primarily by loci associated

with the putative inversions on chromosomes 1–3 displaying

high frequencies of ‘southern hawthorn’ race alleles in

R. mendax. While blueberry-origin pupae have not been

tested under the same controlled conditions as the R. pomonella
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host races, it is known that R. mendax is generally much more

recalcitrant to non-diapause development than apple or

hawthorn flies (J.L.F. 1989, personal observation). As these dia-

pause intensity alleles are also associated with later eclosion,

we predict compensatory changes for earlier ecolsion time

not associated with the inversions. However, it would remain

to be determined whether these compensatory changes are

the same or differ between R. mendax and the apple race, for

the genomic architecture underlying adaptive phenotypes is

subject to change with increasing time of separation between

derived and ancestral populations.

We test these predictions concerning the genomics of

diapause adaptation across the early and late stages of specia-

tion in Rhagoletis through a three-pronged approach. First,

we conduct a double digest restriction site-associated DNA

sequencing (ddRADseq) survey quantifying genome-wide

differentiation among host races and sibling species at the sym-

patric Fennville site where blueberry-, apple- and hawthorn-

infesting populations of flies co-occur. Second, we assess the

degree to which the eclosion time study for the hawthorn race

is predictive of patterns of genomic differentiation among fly

taxa. For these analyses, we focused on the eclosion time

GWAS for the hawthorn rather than the apple race because

(i) hawthorn-infesting R. pomonella are the presumed ancestor

of R. mendax and then apple flies [21,22], and (ii) the genomics

of eclosion time, as discussed above, are strongly correlated

between the host races. Finally, we perform a GWAS analysing

early versus late eclosing samples ofR. mendax flies at the Fenn-

ville site. TheGWASallowedus to compare results forR.mendax

topreviouslyperformed studies at the same site in the sameyear

for apple and hawthorn flies [26] to determine if the genomic

architecture of current standing variation for adult eclosion

time is similar between the sibling species.

2. Methods

(a) Fly collection, population survey and eclosion time

genome-wide-association studies
Standard Rhagoletis collection and rearing methods were used, as

described in Egan et al. [40]. Genomic DNA sequencing data com-

paring apple and hawthorn fly populations at the Fennville, MI,

site (42°35054.589200 N, 86°0905.022000 W) come from Doellman

et al. [45,47] for flies sampled in 2009 (n = 93 apple and n = 96

hawthorn flies). These results were augmented here with new

sequencing data produced for R. mendax at Fennville (n = 48

flies), also collected in 2009 [48]. We consider the fly populations

infesting the three host plants at Fennville to be sympatric, as

they all reside within 1 km of one another.

The sequencing data in the eclosion time GWAS for the

R. pomonella host races come fromRagland et al. [26,49]. These results

were supplemented by new sequencing data for an eclosion time

study performed on R. mendax flies also collected at Fennville in

2009 [48]. Methods were the same for the R. mendax GWAS as

those used for the host races (see the electronic supplementary

material). However, owing to a lower overall number of adults eclos-

ing in the R. mendax study, we expanded the earliest and latest

eclosing samples of flies from 3% and 97% for hawthorn and apple

flies to 9.4% and 90.6%, respectively, for blueberry flies to match

the n = 48 individuals sequenced in each sample for the host races.

We focus on eclosion time owing to the recalcitrance of R. mendax

to direct, non-diapause development, making it difficult to accrue

adequate sample sizes for a GWAS on initial diapause intensity for

this species.

(b) Genotyping
ddRADseq librarieswere constructed following Egan et al. [40] and

sequenced (100 bp paired-end reads) on an Illumina HiSeq 2000

platform (Beijing Genomics Institute). Methods for demultiplex-

ing, trimming and aligning reads, and calling and filtering SNP

genotypes are detailed in the electronic supplementary material.

Previous studies of diapause phenotypes and host and geographi-

cal variation in R. pomonella were based on 10 241 variable SNPs

[26,44,45]; here, this number is increased to 57 857 based on reana-

lysis of the combined dataset comprising prior R. pomonella and

new R. mendax sequences.

(c) Analysis of host race and species divergence
Population-level allele frequencies were calculated by averaging

across the genotype likelihoods for each individual, with loci

having a minimum sample size of n = 8 in each of the three

taxa (apple and hawthorn host races, and R. mendax) retained

for frequency analysis. PGDSPIDER was used to convert genotype

data from vcf format to STRUCTURE format for additional analyses

of the level divergence among taxa [50]. Principal component

analysis (PCA) was conducted in the R package adegenet

[51,52]. Population structure analysis was performed using the

variational Bayes implementation in FASTSTRUCTURE, with the

simple prior and convergence criterion of 10−6 [53,54]. We ran

models from K = 1 to K = 6, used the chooseK.py script to select

the optimum K value representing the number of genetically

differentiated subpopulations for each comparison, and the

R package pophelper to visualize the results [55].

(d) Genome structure analysis
Previous studies based on sequencing data for apple and hawthorn

flies from test crosses and natural populations at a sympatric field

site in Grant, MI, identified regions of high LD putatively associ-

ated with inversion polymorphism on each of the five major

chromosomes comprising the R. pomonella genome [26,40,42].

The fly also has a small, heterochromatic dot 6th chromosome

[20] for which no genetic marker is currently known. Note that

these loci have been assigned to chromosomes, but not explicitly

ordered within the chromosome, nor are they aligned to a contig-

uous genome assembly providing a linear order, precluding

examination of LD in a linear order along each chromosome. We

expanded upon these earlier results here by characterizing LD pat-

terns in the hawthorn and blueberry fly populations at Fennville

for a subset of 4421 SNPs mapped to the five major chromosomes

[26,40]. Specifically, we used the R package GUS-LD [56] to calcu-

late the r2 measure of LD between all pairs of SNPs with a minor

allele frequency of at least 0.10. Analyses were conducted separ-

ately for each chromosome and for populations of R. mendax and

the R. pomonella hawthorn race. For each species and chromosome,

we then used the igraph package in R [57] to generate Fruchter-

man–Reingold network plots as in Kemppainen et al. [58], which

represented SNPs as nodes connected to one another by edges,

when the pairwise LD (r2) between SNPs was 0.80 or greater.

This allowed us to identify clusters of SNPs in high LD with one

another that we associate with the putative inversion polymorph-

ism on each of the five major chromosomes constituting the

R. pomonella and R. mendax genomes. To be conservative, we

restricted further analysis of SNPs included in the set of high LD

loci for the hawthorn race to those residing in r2≥ 0.80 clusters at

both the Grant and Fennville sites.

(e) Genomic architecture of eclosion time
To determine what proportion of the phenotypic variation in eclo-

sion time in the hawthorn race of R. pomonella and R. mendax is

explained by heritable genetic variation, and how much of that

genetic variation is accounted for by loci of major effect, we ran a
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Bayesian sparse linear mixed model as implemented in GEMMA

[59]. Thismethodwas specifically developed to ‘learn’ the genomic

architecture of a trait from the data in order allow simultaneous

estimation of a limited number of large effects, via variable selec-

tion, while also including the combination of many small effects.

This model also allows the estimation of hyperparameters includ-

ing the proportion of the variance in the phenotype explained by

the genotype (PVE) and the proportion of the genetic variance

explained by the ‘measurable’ genetic effects (PGE). The categori-

cal response variable was eclosion time, coded as early (0) or late

(1), and the predictor variables were genotype likelihoods. For

each species, 10 independent chains were run, with 106 burn-in

iterations, followed by 5 × 106 sampling iterations, with a thinning

period of 103.

We used a non-parametric, Monte Carlo simulation approach

to test for SNPs displaying significant allele frequency differences

between both early and late eclosing hawthorn flies and early

and late eclosing blueberry flies. Two populations of n = 48

each were generated by permuting population labels across

whole fly genotypes from the combined pool (n = 96) of early

and late eclosing hawthorn flies or early and late eclosing

blueberry flies. A null distribution was derived by taking the

difference between these two permuted samples for n = 10 000

replicates. An SNP was considered significant if it displayed an

observed difference in the lower 2.5% or upper 97.5% of the

null distribution. By randomly permuting whole fly genotypes

in this and subsequent analyses, we accounted for genetic

linkage and LD between SNPs in the tests.

To assess the genomic distributions of significant eclosion time

SNPs, we examined the locations of mapped loci on the LD plots

generated for hawthorn and blueberry flies at the Fennville site.

We tested for a relationship in the genomics of eclosion time

between the hawthorn host race andR.mendax by calculating Pear-

son’s correlation coefficients (r) between SNP allele frequency

differences between early and late eclosing samples of flies for

these two taxa. For these correlations and those discussed below,

we included only SNPs for which the rare allele was present at a

frequency of greater than or equal to 0.05 in the combined early

and late eclosing samples of flies being compared. Again, we

used a permutation approach to test for significance by generating

a null distribution of correlation estimates. We conducted 10 000

permutations of population labels across whole fly genotypes of

pooled early and late eclosing hawthorn flies and pooled early

and late eclosing R. mendax. At each permutation, the correlation

coefficient was calculated, as above.

( f ) Correlations of eclosion time genome-wide-

association studies with allele frequency

differences in nature
We tested for associations between diapause life-history timing

and genomic patterns of differentiation by calculating correlations

between SNP allele frequency differences between early and late

eclosing samples of hawthorn or blueberry flies in the eclosion

time GWAS versus those between the host races or the hawthorn

race and R. mendax in the population survey. We used a

permutation approach, as described above, to test for significance.

Discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC) was

also used to visualize the associations of genomic (SNP) variation

underlying eclosion time and population divergence among taxa

in nature using the R package adegenet [60]. The model was first

trained to discriminate between the genotypic composition of

early and late eclosing samples of hawthorn or R. mendax flies in

the GWAS. The ascore function was used to choose the number

of principal components (PCs) to retain in each model. The full

population samples, as well as the early and late eclosing samples,

were then projected onto the discriminant function to graphically

assess whether the genomic differences among host race and

species could be predicted by the eclosion time studies.

3. Results

(a) Genomic divergence across the speciation

continuum
The population survey showed that R. mendax is genomically

distinct from the apple and hawthorn-infesting host races of

R. pomonella. PCA and FASTSTRUCTURE (best supported model,

K = 2), indicated strong differentiation between R. mendax

and R. pomonella (figure 2a,b). No fly was identified as a puta-

tive F1 hybrid between R. mendax and R. pomonella in either

analysis. A total of 11 SNPs displayed fixed frequency differ-

ences for alternative alleles (i.e. 1.0 versus 0.0) between

R. mendax and all R. pomonella, with many loci showing pro-

nounced differences of greater than or equal to 0.60 between

R. mendax and the apple race (n = 1872 SNPs), and R. mendax

and the hawthorn race (n = 2066 SNPs; figure 2c).

In comparison to R. mendax, PCA and FASTSTRUCTURE did

not separate the apple and hawthorn host races into diagnosti-

cally discrete non-overlapping genotypic clusters (figure 2a,b;

electronic supplementary material, figure S2). In addition,

only one locus displayed an allele frequency difference

greater than or equal to 0.60 between the apple and hawthorn

populations, although several showed differences greater

than or equal to 0.30 (n = 578 SNPs; figure 2c). As a result, the

host races, while not forming discrete clusters in the PCA,

did not overlap completely (figure 2a), consistent with their

characterization as partially differentiated ecological and

genetic entities [44,45].

(b) Hawthorn race eclosion time genomics predict

population divergence of host races and species
The putatively ancestral R. pomonella hawthorn race harboured

substantial variation underlying the eclosion time phenotype.

For the hawthorn race GWAS, the 95% credible interval (CI)

of the PVE between early versus late eclosing flies including

all 57 857 SNPs genotyped was 0.776–0.999, centred on 0.97.

The 95%CI for the per cent of genetic variance (PGE) explained

by loci with measurable effects was wider, ranging from 0.002

to 0.998 and centred on 0.617. Themedian estimated number of

loci of measurable effect contributing to diapause termination

timewas 39 (95% CI 1–266). Given the relatively uncertain esti-

mates of PGE and the number of loci of measurable effect, yet a

large estimate for PVE, polygenic (infinitesimal effect) vari-

ation appears to account for a sizeable amount of the

variance in eclosion time for hawthorn flies, consistent with

previous results [26].

Genetic associations of SNPs in the hawthorn race GWAS

(early–late) significantly predicted genome-wide allele fre-

quency differentiation between the apple and hawthorn host

races (apple–hawthorn; r =−0.463, p < 0.0001, n = 44 749 SNPs

variable in the hawthorn race GWAS), as well as between

R. mendax and the hawthorn race (R. mendax–hawthorn;

r =−0.227, p < 0.0001, n = 44 749 SNPs; figure 3, grey circles;

electronic supplementary material, table S2). These genetic

correlations were negative in sign; thus, compared to the haw-

thorn fly population, both apple and blueberry fly populations

tended to have higher frequencies of alleles associated with
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Figure 2. Population genetic structure of hawthorn- and apple-infesting host races of R. pomonella and blueberry-infesting sibling species R. mendax co-occurring at the

sympatric Fennville, MI, field site. (a) Plot of the first two principal components for the three taxa based on PCA of all 57 857 SNPs genotyped in the study (axes are scaled

relative to the proportion of variation explained); (b) FASTSTRUCTURE plot of the three fly taxa based on all SNPs, with K = 2 determined to be the optimal value for the number of

genetically differentiated subpopulations in the analysis; (c) distributions of allele frequency differences between pairs of taxa for all SNPs: apple host race and R. mendax (light

grey dashed line), hawthorn host race and R. mendax (black dotted line), apple and hawthorn host races (dark grey solid line). (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 3. Relationship between the associations of SNPs in the hawthorn race eclosion time GWAS (i.e. allele frequency differences between early and late eclosing samples of

flies) and their differentiation between sympatric (a) apple versus hawthorn host races and (b) R. mendax and the hawthorn race. Grey circles represent all SNPs genotyped in

the study that were variable in the hawthorn race eclosion time GWAS (apple/hawthorn comparison: r =−0.463, p < 0.0001, R. mendax/hawthorn comparison: r =−0.227,

p < 0.0001, 44 749 SNPs in both cases), dark circles represent loci mapping to chromosomes 1–3 (apple/hawthorn comparison: r =−0.709, p < 0.0001; R. mendax/

hawthorn comparison: r =−0.539, p < 0.0001, 2102 SNPs in both cases) and orange circles are the subset of SNPs belonging to the high LD class of loci on chromosomes

1–3 (apple/hawthorn comparison: r =−0.831, p < 0.0001; R. mendax/hawthorn comparison: r =−0.632, p < 0.0001, 311 SNPs in both cases).
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later adult eclosion and greater initial diapause depth in the

hawthorn race [27]. The correlation with the hawthorn race

GWAS was weaker but also negative for divergence between

R. mendax versus the apple race (R. mendax–apple; r =−0.045,

p < 0.0001, n = 44 749 SNPs). Consequently, as forecast, fre-

quencies of alleles associated with later eclosion time were

higher in R. mendax compared to the apple race. To graphically

illustrate this genome-wide pattern, we performed a DAPC

trained to discriminate the early and late eclosing samples of

hawthorn flies in the GWAS. Population-level discriminant

function scores were arrayed from most similar to early eclos-

ing genotypes to most similar to late eclosing genotypes, in

the order hawthorn host race, apple host race, R. mendax,

with R. mendax being the most similar to the late eclosing

sample of hawthorn flies in the GWAS (figure 4a).

(c) Genomic architecture of predictability from the

Rhagoletis pomonella eclosion genome-wide-

association study
The distribution of eclosion associations in the R. pomonella

GWAS was not homogeneous across the genome. Loci

displaying significant allele frequency differences between

early and late eclosing hawthorn flies were concentrated

on chromosomes 1–3 and, in particular, the high LD
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Figure 4. Projections of population data from R. pomonella apple and hawthorn host races and R. mendax onto discriminant functions of principal components

(DAPC), trained to maximize genomic distance between early and late samples in each eclosion time GWAS. Projections of training data are included on the right

(early sample) and left (late sample) sides of each graph for comparison. (a) Boxplot of scores from the discriminant function between early and late eclosing

samples of hawthorn race flies. (b) Boxplot of scores from the discriminant function between early and late eclosing samples of R. mendax. (Online version in colour.)
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clusters putatively associated with inversions in R. pomonella

(figure 5a–c) [26]. Several significantly associated SNPs also

resided in lower LD regions on chromosomes 1–3, but

few mapped to chromosomes 4 or 5 (figure 5d,e). Thus, as pre-

dicted, correlations between eclosion association and host race

and/or species divergence were most pronounced when

considering the high LD classes of loci on chromosomes 1–3

(r for apple/hawthorn difference =−0.831, p < 0.0001; r for

R. mendax/hawthorn difference =−0.632, p < 0.0001; r for

R. mendax/apple difference =−0.373, p < 0.0001, n = 508 SNPs

in all cases; figure 3, orange circles; electronic supplementary

material, table S2).
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Figure 5. LD network plots for SNPs mapping to chromosomes 1–5. Loci are shown as nodes (circles) connected to one another in clusters by edges, when pairwise

LD (r2) between loci exceeds 0.8. Tight clusters indicate this high pairwise LD between many SNPs, while unconnected SNPs have a pairwise LD below 0.8 with all

other SNPs on the same chromosome. Within population, LD is represented for the hawthorn host race of R. pomonella (a–j) and the blueberry-infesting population

of R. mendax (k–o). Coloured circles represent SNPs showing significant allele frequency differences between the early and late eclosing samples of flies in the

eclosion time GWAS performed for the hawthorn host race (orange circles in a–e) or for R. mendax (blue circles in f–o).
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Together, the significant correlations between eclosion

association and host race and/or species divergence (figure 3)

and the concentration of eclosion variation in the high LD

groups on chromosomes 1–3 (figures 3 and 5) suggest that

a significant portion of the divergence among taxa may be

explained by changes in the frequencies of putative inversion

haplotypes on chromosomes 1–3. Frequency distributions

demonstrate that late eclosion-associated alleles in the high

LD classes on chromosomes 1–3 are increasingly more

common from hawthorn, to apple, to blueberry fly popu-

lations (figure 6a–c). Thus, it can be inferred that on each of

chromosomes 1–3, the inversion haplotype associated with

later adult eclosion in the hawthorn race GWAS and, by

pleiotropy or linkage increased initial diapause intensity

[27], also increases in frequency from hawthorn race, to

apple race, to R. mendax.

The LD networks and frequency distributions suggest

that, for both chromosomes 1 and 2, only one of the inversion

haplotypes segregating in R. pomonella is present in

R. mendax, the other(s) being rare or absent (figures 5

and 6; electronic supplementary material, figure S3). For

both chromosomes 1 and 2, the frequencies of high LD ‘late

eclosion’ alleles in hawthorn flies were fixed at 1.0 or near

so in the R. mendax population, but variable in the hawthorn

and apple host races (figure 6a,b). This suggests the fixation of

the inversion haplotype harbouring ‘late eclosion’ alleles
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designated as such by Ragland et al. [26,49] for R. pomonella from Grant, MI and in the high LD cluster for the R. pomonella hawthorn race at Fennville, MI (figure 5a–c).

Frequencies were calculated for the allele associated with later adult eclosion time in the hawthorn race; distributions are shown for allele frequency bin widths of 0.033. Of

note is the general increase in allele frequencies for these high LD SNPs and, by association, the putative inversions they represent, related to later adult eclosion time from
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during or following the host shift from ancestral hawthorn

to blueberry, allowing subsequent free recombination on

chromosomes 1 and 2 in R. mendax. This is supported by a

reduction in the numbers of SNPs in high LD clusters

displaying r2 values of greater than 0.8 with one another in

R. mendax compared to the hawthorn race (figure 5; electronic

supplementary material, figure S3). In comparison, R. mendax

has retained some eclosion variation on chromosome 3;

the high LD ‘late eclosion’ alleles and thus the associated

inversion haplotype appear to be segregating at a higher fre-

quency (approx. 0.80) in R. mendax, compared to hawthorn

and apple host races (approx. 0.25 and approx. 0.30, respect-

ively; figure 6c). Therefore, for chromosome 3, the LD

networks for both the hawthorn race and R. mendax suggest

the presence of an inversion polymorphism (figure 5c,m),

composed of corresponding loci (electronic supplementary

material, figure S3c,h).

(d) Rhagoletis mendax eclosion time genomics differ

from those of Rhagoletis pomonella
The near fixation in R. mendax of many alleles associated with

later eclosion in the ancestral R. pomonella suggests that the

genomics of eclosion time may differ substantially between

R. pomonella and R. mendax. The paradoxically earlier eclosion

phenotypes of R. mendax also imply that this species harbours

compensatory changes allowing for earlier eclosion. There-

fore, an additional GWAS was conducted for R. mendax.

In this eclosion time GWAS, the 95% CI for PVE for all

SNPs was 0.710–0.999, centred on 0.964. The median PGE

was estimated as 0.622, with a 95% CI from 0.068 to 0.982.

The 95% CI for the number of loci of measurable effect con-

tributing to diapause termination time ranged from 2 to 216

(median = 35). Similar to the hawthorn race, the results for

R. mendax suggested that the eclosion phenotype is also

highly polygenic in blueberry flies.

Aside from being polygenic, the genomic architecture of

eclosion time largely differed between R. mendax and the haw-

thorn race, as predicted between taxa whose divergence is

relatively far along the speciation continuum (table 1). For

R. mendax, SNPs significantly associated with eclosion time

were distributed relatively evenly across the genome and

were not concentrated on chromosomes 1–3 (figure 5f–j). As

a result, allele frequency differences between early and late

eclosing flies in the R. mendax GWAS were not highly corre-

lated with those for the hawthorn race, although the

relationship was still significant (r = 0.076, p < 0.0001, n = 24

954 SNPs variable in both the hawthorn race and R. mendax

studies; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Loci

mapping to chromosome 3 showed the highest correlation in

eclosion time between R. mendax and the hawthorn race (r =

0.272, p < 0.0001, n = 501 SNPs; electronic supplementary

material, table S1), probably because of the variation remaining

in the segregating inversion polymorphism described above

(figure 6c; electronic supplementary material, figure S3).

Unlike the results for hawthorn flies, the SNP allele fre-

quency differences in the R. mendax eclosion time GWAS

were not strongly predictive of genome-wide allele frequency

differentiation between the host races, although the relation-

ship was significant (r =−0.034, p < 0.0001, n = 32 690 SNPs

variable in R. mendax). Genomic correlations were also

weak, but significant, between eclosion time variation in

R. mendax and divergence between R. mendax and the

hawthorn (r = 0.088, p < 0.0001, n = 32 690 SNPs) or apple

(r = 0.095, p < 0.0001, n = 32 690 SNPs) host races (electronic

supplementary material, table S3). In contrast with the corre-

lations involving the hawthorn race GWAS, allele frequency

differences in the R. mendax eclosion time GWAS were posi-

tively associated with population divergence between

R. mendax and both host races (electronic supplementary

material, table S3). Thus, R. mendax, the taxon with the earliest

eclosion phenotype, tended to possess higher frequencies of

alleles associated with earlier adult eclosion in R. mendax com-

pared to both of the host races. This pattern is graphically

illustrated in figure 4b, in which the blueberry, apple and haw-

thorn fly populations are projected onto a discriminant

function trained on the early and late eclosing samples of

R. mendax flies. These eclosion-associated SNPs or linked loci

could potentially explain why blueberry flies eclose earlier

than both apple and hawthorn flies. As predicted, they may

compensate for the maladaptive consequences of selection

for greater initial diapause intensity in R. mendax, which

pulls along alleles for later adult eclosion associated with the

inversions on chromosomes 1–3 [27].

4. Discussion
Here, we present evidence implying that a degree of predict-

ability exists in the genomics of speciation (table 1). Previous

studies have shown that natural selection can move popu-

lations along anticipated phenotypic and/or genetic paths,

while others have attested to the repeated occurrence of conver-

gent or parallel evolution among taxa experiencing similar

selection pressures (see [3,4] for review). What distinguishes

the Rhagoletis finding here from earlier work is that it bridges

short-term deterministic tracking of the environment by

populations undergoing ecological speciation with differences

between more deeply diverged species. Specifically, we found

that standing variation associated with diapause life-history

timing in the ancestral hawthorn-infesting R. pomonella was

predictive of genome-wide population divergence across the

speciation continuum, not just for newly formed partially

reproductively isolated host races, but also more distantly

related sibling species (table 1). This predictability probably

reflects similar selection pressures on R. mendax and the

apple race for increased initial diapause intensity, owing to

the earlier fruiting times of blueberries and apples compared

to hawthorns (table 1). This was evident in the correspondence

between the order of fruiting times (late to early) and frequen-

cies of alleles associated with late eclosion and deep diapause

(low to high) from hawthorn to apple to blueberry fly popu-

lations (figures 4a and 6). As anticipated, this predictability

was driven primarily by changes in putative inversion frequen-

cies on chromosomes 1–3, which are most strongly associated

with diapause timing in R. pomonella [26,27].

The degree to which standing variation in the extant

ancestral population was predictive of population divergence

decreased with the time of separation and reduction of gene

flow between taxa, as did the correlation in the genetic

architecture of diapause phenotypes (table 1). Nevertheless,

we identified compensatory variants in R. mendax that may

account for the earlier adult eclosion of blueberry flies and

counter the maladaptive consequences of selection for greater

initial diapause intensity [27] (table 1). As hypothesized,

these variants were not concentrated in the inversions on
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chromosomes 1–3, for which blueberry flies harboured very

high frequencies of alleles associated with later eclosion in

R. pomonella. If such compensatory changes are generally

required to counteract negative pleiotropic or epistatic effects

of selection, however, then they will complicate and may

limit the ability of GWAS and selection experiments on

ancestral populations to predict the genomics of speciation.

Indeed, adaptive evolution and speciation may follow paths

of least resistance owing to pleiotropy, genetic and environ-

mental interactions, or linkage relationships; these all may

run counter to the most direct course selection could take

to reach an optimal fitness peak [13]. In the case of Rhagoletis,

we were a priori aware of the need for compensatory variants

for earlier adult eclosion to counter the historical relationship

in ancestral standing inversion polymorphism in the

hawthorn race [26,27,45]. However, in the absence of such

knowledge, our predictions for genomic change would

have been opposite of what was observed, calling into

account our forecasting ability.

Moreover, in theR.mendaxGWAS, the alleles for earlier eclo-

sionwere not strongly associatedwith standing variation in the

hawthorn race, except perhaps for chromosome 3, and they

could not explain why apple flies eclose earlier than hawthorn

flies. Therefore, these variants may represent new mutations

in R. mendax. However, we cannot rule out that these variants

are either rare or restricted to southern latitudes in R. pomonella

and, thus, were not detected in the hawthorn race GWAS con-

ducted at Fennville. Additionally, many SNPs in lower LD

regions of the genomemay not maintain linkagewith causative

eclosion variants in both R. pomonella and R. mendax, further

reducing the chances of detecting similarities with our ddRAD-

seq approach. Regardless of their origin, the genomic signature

of selection for earlier eclosion in blueberry flies may not have

been deduced based on information from the hawthorn race

GWAS alone. Moreover, the compensatory changes in the

apple race that account for its early eclosion time remain

unresolved, although presently they would appear to differ

fromthose forR.mendax. Thus,whilewemayattest to some suc-

cess, not all of the adaptive changes between the host races and

R. mendax could be predicted a priori.

There are a number of additional caveats concerning the

current study that also require further elaboration, several of

which bear generally on the topic of predicting the genomics

of speciation. First, although our findings show that a predict-

able pattern of adaptive divergence may be detected deep into

speciation, our results reflect only two data points, early and

relatively late in the process. Future studies of additional taxa

in the R. pomonella group are needed to fill in stages between

the host races and R. mendax. Of particular interest in this

regard will be the undescribed sister taxon of R. pomonella

that attacks flowering dogwood, C. florida, which fruits later

than hawthorn at sympatric sites in the midwestern USA [21].

Second, we focused on the genomics of a particular pheno-

type, diapause life-history variation, well characterized in

Rhagoletis [26,27,40,44] that pleiotropically generates ecologi-

cally based allochronic RI (i.e. diapause is a ‘magic’ trait;

[61]). This allowed us to employ a strategy comparing a

GWAS for eclosion timing (essentially a laboratory selection

experiment on diapause) with a population survey between

sympatric taxa (essentially a comparative field study of differ-

ent stages of the speciation process). Tests of the genomic

predictability of speciation using such an approach may not

be possible for all systems and phenotypes, especially in

cases of complete allopatry, or when RI is not associated

with divergent selection on magic traits. However, we note

that such a strategy may still be useful in situations of second-

ary contact, where gene flow among taxa has occurred

repeatedly at different locations or times. In such circum-

stances, predictions could be made and tested concerning

the degree to which patterns of geographical or genomic

clines coincide among independent instances of secondary

contact (e.g. see [62]).

Third, the genomics of diapause life-history variation are

conducive to testing for evolutionary predictability. Diapause

timing is a highly polygenic trait in Rhagoletis and many attri-

butes postulated to facilitate ecological speciation and adaptive

radiation, including large stores of standing variation, hybrid-

ization and inversion polymorphism, are also associated with

diapause in the presumed ancestral hawthorn population of

R. pomonella [17,18]. Thus, in the current study, a substantial

portion of the divergence of R. mendax from hawthorn flies

appears to involve differences in the frequencies of ancestral

inversion polymorphisms affecting diapause in R. pomonella

(figure 6a–c). However, adaptive variation need not always

be standing and associated with inversions in all systems,

making it harder to predict and track evolutionary trajectories.

A final important point is that phenology presents a

linear, continuous axis—so that variation in life-history

timing might be maintained and diverge along that same

dimension across populations or taxa. For example, in Rhago-

letis, regardless of host, if the plant fruits earlier in the year,

like blueberries and apples, then flies will experience similar

selection pressures for deeper initial diapause intensity and

earlier adult eclosion. However, this may not be true for

other traits involved in ecological adaptation in Rhagoletis

and for divergence in other systems, although it is possible

to envision how our approach may apply more broadly to

certain phenotypes (e.g. body size, colour and desiccation tol-

erance). Rhagoletis host races and species are also ecologically

differentiated by variation in host preference in adults [28,63–

65] and, in some cases, by variation in feeding performance

in host fruit as larvae [66,67]. In contrast with fruiting phenol-

ogy, blueberries and apples may differ in their chemical

compositions and physical characteristics in ways that exert

contrasting selection pressures on preference behaviour and

feeding performance that are host specific and affected by

different suites of genes in different taxa. As a result, predicting

the genomics of species divergence from standing variation in

ancestral populations may bemore complicated for host choice

and larval feeding performance than for diapause.

In conclusion, ecological speciation can connect the

microevolutionary process of natural selection to macroevolu-

tionary pattern. Here, we show that the genomes of Rhagoletis

flies follow predicable evolutionary trajectories across the

speciation continuum from host races to species. How general

our findings are for other systems remains to be seen. For

example, if most speciation occurs non-ecologically via a

mutation order process involving intrinsic RI [14,68] and

character displacement is rare, then it may be more difficult

to anticipate the exact details of the genomics of population

divergence. But certainly, ecological speciation is not uncom-

mon [14]. Moreover, other actively diversifying groups share

attributes akin to Rhagoletis flies, including large stores of

standing variation, chromosomal rearrangements and a his-

tory of hybridization [17,18,69,70], making it likely that there

are predictable components to the genomics of their radiations,
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as well. Thus, in the grand scheme of things, life is not all

due to chance.
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